Porta Contours curved wall solution

Lining boards are suitable for curves down to a 1000mm radius. For tighter curves down to a 500mm radius Porta can supply matching corner beads. (Available for Riverine, Strata & Cirque).

**SPECIFICATION**

- Lining boards can be used for curved walls down to a minimum radius of 1,000mm
- Corner beads can be used for curved walls down to a minimum radius of 500mm
- Corner beads are currently available to match lining board profiles; Riverine, Cirque and Strata
- Fix lining boards on to the straight walls, trim edge as required to provide a matching surface
- Apply corner beads to 5mm ply or MDF fixed around a curved wall of battens
- Corner beads can be attached with builders adhesive to the curved wall. Glue and hold in position until the adhesive cures or adhered and nailed in position with a brad (#16 gauge / 1.6mm) at each end.

**AVAILABILITY**

- **PORTA CONTOURS RIVERINE**
  - LINING BOARD LINA7821
  - CORNER BEAD CBA3916

- **PORTA CONTOURS CIRQUE**
  - LINING BOARD LINB7821
  - CORNER BEAD CBB3916

- **PORTA CONTOURS STRATA**
  - LINING BOARD LIND7821
  - CORNER BEAD CBD3916

For more information, see the full design and install guide on the Porta website.